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CRUDE OIL PRICE BULLETIN

NW MT Sour

Gravity Scale A1

NW MT Sour

(Blaine & Hill Cnty)

Gravity Scale B1

10/31/2014 2014-180 66.50 64.50

11/3/2014 2014-181 64.75 62.75

11/4/2014 2014-182 63.25 61.25

11/5/2014 2014-183 64.75 62.75

11/6/2014 2014-184 64.00 62.00

11/7/2014 2014-185 64.75 62.75

11/10/2014 2014-186 63.50 61.50

11/11/2014 2014-187 64.00 62.00

11/12/2014 2014-188 63.25 61.25

11/13/2014 2014-189 60.25 58.25

11/14/2014 2014-190 61.75 59.75

11/18/2014 2014-191 60.50 58.50

11/20/2014 2014-192 61.50 59.50

11/21/2014 2014-193 62.50 60.50

11/24/2014 2014-194 61.75 59.75

11/25/2014 2014-195 60.00 58.00

11/26/2014 2014-196 59.75 57.75

11/28/2014 2014-197 52.25 50.25

AVERAGE $61.667 $59.667
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Website:  www.CrudeOilSupply.com



The following gravity adjustments are to be deducted for listed prices.

Effective 7:00 a.m. on the dates listed, CHS Inc. (CHS), will pay the following prices per  barrel of 42 U.S. gallons for 

marketable crude oil or condensate which it has agreed to purchase pursuant to the terms and conditions of its account 

into facilities of its authorized receiving agency.  Prices are shown for 40 degree gravity API and above except where noted.  

All posted prices may be subject to deductions for transportation and other charges where applicable.  These prices may 

be changed any time, with notice given in a subsequent Price Bulletin.

GRAVITY SCALE ADJUSTMENT

A

Gravity Per 1/10th Degree

40 - 45.0

39 - 39.9

38 - 38.9

37 - 37.9

36 - 36.9

35 - 35.9

34 - 34.9

0.00

EXAMPLES
Deductions from 40.0 degree price

1 - All Prices are less $0.01 for each 1/10 degree API above 50.0 degrees API

Prices are based upon the use of 100% tank tables or mutually acceptable automatic measuring equipment with 

customary adjustments for temperature and full deduction for basic sediment and water in accordance with usual industry  

practices.

Seller warrants title to all crude oil and/or condensate sold and delivered.  Seller warrants that the crude oil and/or 

condensate sold and/or delivered to CHS shall be of merchantable quality and CHS reserves the right, without prejudice, to 

reject and return any crude oil and/or condensate containing contaminants and Seller agrees to accept returned crude oil 

and/or condensate, reimburse CHS for any costs incurred and be liable for all damages, including consequential and loss 

of profit, suffered by CHS and its customers.  Merchantable crude oil and condensate is defined as virgin crude oil and 

condensate produced from wells, and suitable for normal refinery processing, and free of foreign contaminants or 

chemicals including, but not limited to, chlorinated and oxygenated hydrocarbons.

If any statute or regulation, currently or hereafter in effect, limits the price CHS can pay, modifies the effective dates or 

requires any adjustment to said prices, including retroactive adjustments, CHS reserves the right to amend these prices, 

prospectively or retroactively, and recover any excess payments by withholding from future settlements or by separate 

invoicing.
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B

Per Degree Cumulative 

Below 40

0.00 0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.12

0.16

Below 40.0 deduct

$0.015 per barrel

per 0.1 degree API

Below 34.0 deduct

$0.02 per barrel

per 0.1 degree API

$ / BBLGravity $ / BBL

39.5

30.0

24.7

0.075

1.500

2.295 24.7

30.0

39.5

Gravity

0.02

0.96

2.02
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